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Royal Auping:
A Dutch success story

In 1888, Johannes Auping, a blacksmith from Deventer, was given the task of making a well-ventilated  
bed for the local hospital. He devised and built the very first mesh-base bed in his forge.

This was the start of a great success story that also led to the company being awarded the ‘Royal’ label in 1988,  
one century after this original bed. These days Auping is the Netherland’s largest bed manufacturer and the Auping  
range is sold in over 500 stores, in over 30 countries world-wide.

Beds for today and for the future
As the market leader Auping is taking its responsibility 
today and for the future. Not because we have to, but 
because we believe that we should. The first steps have 

been taken. We aim for all our manufacturing processes 
to be C2C® by 2020, making Auping the very first 
Cradle to Cradle® company in the Netherlands.  
See www.auping.com/c2c for more information.

Auping nights, Better days
An energetic life starts with a good night's sleep
That's why, every day for more than 125 years, Auping has been working with passion and curiosity towards the ultimate 
sleeping comfort of tomorrow. The emphasis is always on a high level of quality, comfort, design and durability. By doing 
this, we are making every effort to ensure you enjoy every night of sleep. This is not something that only affects you at 
night, but during the day as well. This is the very reason we speak of: Auping nights, Better days.

What makes an Auping night so special?
An Auping night is a night in which your body is supported by the most comfortable bed imaginable. Furthermore, a bed that is 
always fresh, dry and hygienic. A bed that, if desired, can be adjusted to any position you wish with a simple push of a button.

Comfortable sleeping
With good pressure reduction

The Auping mesh base, combined with 
an Auping mattress, offers exactly the 
right distribution of body pressure, 
ensuring you get a good night's sleep.

Roll over effortlessly
By providing just the right amount 
of support

Moving around while you're asleep is 
important for blood circulation and 
supple joints. Auping mattresses, with 
DPPS® pocket springs, ensure you can 
roll over with the le -ast amount of effort, 
providing you with undisturbed sleep and 
allowing you to wake up refreshed.

Wake up rested
With the excellent ventilation offered 
by Auping mesh bases and mattresses

The open structure of the Auping 
mesh bases and moisture-wicking 
mattresses ensure that you always 
wake up refreshed and well rested.
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The Auping Original is a complete bed with a clear design. 
It is based on the Auping mesh bed base and mattress. 
Which is exactly what's needed for a good night's sleep. 
Both bed base and mattress can be ergonomically  
attuned to your body. 

 Auping Original
The perfect base 

The "Good Industrial Design" award  
is the most important award for the industrial  
design of products in the Netherlands.

Complete your Original with 
a headboard. In the fabric 
and colour of your choice
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Available in two heights. 
The high version provides 

extra comfort

A headboard for every size, 
with or without crossover. 

Even for single beds

Colour:  
Deep black 

A clear shape and a powerful frame, combined 
with a mesh bed base of your choice. Flat, 
manual adjustment or electrical adjustment  
with 1, 2 or 3 motors. 
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Complete your Original with a headboard in the fabric of your 
choice. With no less than 89 fabrics to choose from, you can  
mix and match all colours, fabrics and structures.
 
All of the collection’s fabrics are of the highest quality, with
a sustainable nature, and are wonderfully soft and comfortable.

Sleep in the world  
of your dreams

Fabric:
Points 166 blossom

At Auping you can choose 
from three categories  
of fabric:

Fabric group A: uni colored
Fabric group A is our basic collection  
of uni colored fabrics.

Fabric group B: rich effects
Fabric group B contains fabrics with rich effects 
and a luxurious variety in structure and relief. 
Such as Points for example. This fabric is made 
from yarn coming from clothing collections and 
leftover fabric. By reusing such materials we no 
longer need to use up new resources for Points. 
Another way to think and act sustainably.

Fabric group C: refined weave textures
Fabric group C includes soft wools, fine woven 
durable fabrics with refined textures and special 
details from our fabric supplier Kvadrat. Clara, 
for example, combines uncoloured, unbleached 
sheep’s wool with an exceptional blend of bright 
colour accents, while the unbleached, undyed 
woven woollen Molly retains the sheep’s natural 
colour entirely.

Auping works in close partnership with the 
trendsetting and high quality Danish textile 
manufacturer Kvadrat.
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From the moment Frans de la Haye designed this bed in 1973, this classic has been moving with times. The bed is regularly 
changed to meet the latest colour trends, requirements and insights, even as far as comfort is concerned. Thanks to the clear,  
clean lines, the contemporary design of the bed comes to the fore. The lovely cylindrical shapes in the easily recognisable 
Auronde legs give the bed a comfortable and timeless look. The unique design of the Auronde will enrich any bedroom. 

Auping Auronde
Timeless design

Colour:  
Forest green
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Auping Auronde; 40 years of
timeless design
This timeless bed, of which more than 1 million  
have already been sold, is as popular as ever.

Available  
in 3 heights

Colour:  
Clay

Aesthetics and functionality 
The leg is typical of the Auronde. The characteristic eye is a 
connecting element with which the parts are interconnected.  
Here, design and functionality come together.

Immensely popular thanks to its unique shape 
The Auping Auronde owes its ongoing success to the unique shape. Frans de la Haye allows no 
changes to the shape and the design is still a picture. With this wonderful Auronde, your home  
gets an real contemporary classic that will give you years of pleasure. 

Add a headboard  
as an extra addition

13 colours 
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Create your  
own Auronde 
Thanks to the modular  
construction and different  
accessories 

Thanks to its modular construction, the Auronde bed can be easily customised and 
extended with different headboards. Furthermore, it can combine with various  
Auronde accessories, such as an Auronde table with or without a magazine holder. 

Auping Auronde with 
integrated rear roller door 

cabinets

Also available as  
a single bed or a 
separable variant
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The " Good Industrial Design" award is the most 
important award for industrial designed products  
in the Netherlands.

Auronde  
rear element

Frans de la Haye, the well-known designer, designed, among other things, this Auronde bed for Auping. 
He believes that a bed represents home more than any other piece of furniture. He believes the bed  
is a sanctuary; the only place we can experience total bliss and safety. 

Colour:  
Pure white

Frame 

Single bed  
increased height

Separable 

Bed frame surround made from laminated beech 
wood, available in the following dimensions: 
Width: 80/90/100/120/140/160/180/200 cm. 
Length: 200/210/220 cm. 

The Auronde Separable is  
a complete Auronde bed that  
can be easily separated.

Dimensions 

41,5 cm34,5 cm 48 cm

Heights 

Your Auping Auronde, your choice 
At Auping we believe it's important that our bed models suit your taste and style. This is why we are happy to provide you with 
the opportunity to assemble your own bed. So, whether you choose timeless black or a trendy colour, Auping always gives you 
the opportunity to find a bed that suits you. Would you like to know what your new Auronde might look like? Take a look at the 
extensive options below. 

Deep 
black

Black
beech

Pure 
white

Forest 
green

Cool
grey 

Natural 
beech

Ocean 
blue

Chestnut
beech

Stained
white

Warm 
grey

Cherry
beech

Clay Wenge
beech

Colours 

Headboard Rear element Headboard 

Headboards 

The rear element adds an extra  
supplementary element to the bed. 

Headboard with integrated roller  
door cabinets. 

The headboard stylishly completes  
the bed with the Auronde bed frame.

Accessories 

The Auronde table is movable and 
can be used as a bedside table or, 
for example, as a table by the foot 
of the bed. 

The magazine holder  
fits perfectly under  
the moveable table. 

Magazine holder Table 

Bed frame surround made from 
laminated beech wood at comfort 
height and with heightened 
footboard and headboard. 
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With its slender lines and slightly curved headboard, the Auping Essential 
is a real bed for design-lovers. Available in various colours and options, 
this contemporary bed fits in every bedroom. 

Auping Essential 
Contemporary and  
sustainable design 

With or without headboard.
It ’s up to you

Extend your  
Essential  

with matching  
bedside tables

Refined  
details

Colour:  
Pure white
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Lacquered headboard 
in 8 different colours

Made of real materials such as wood, steel and aluminium that are 100% recyclable, the Essential is a sincerely 
sustainable design. Here at Auping, we are very proud of it. You can sleep easier knowing that your choice of bed 
is not only going to give you a good night's sleep, but is also good for the environment. 

A coarse woven fabric in the 
same colour provides a nice 

contrast in structure

A 100% recyclable bed
That makes sleeping even better

Recyclable  
aluminium frame

Fabric:
Heaven 101 ivory
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Can also be combined with 
upholstered mattresses in 
any material and colour

The top mattress  
provides extra comfort

Available in  
two heights

Ultimate comfort 
Assemble your perfect bed by choosing a flat or (electrically-) adjustable 
bed base and a mattress that suited for your body. The Auping mesh base, 
combined with an Auping mattress, offers exactly the right distribution  
of body pressure, ensuring you get a good night's sleep. 
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Auping Essential  
is the winner of 
the "red dot design 
award" 2012. 

"We think it's important that Essential be made available in many diverse styles so it can be used in various 
interiors over a long life," say Claudia Köhler and Irmy Wilms, the Berlin design duo who designed the 
Essential bed model for Auping. The Essential stands for smart technology with a contemporary feel." 

Since 1953, the IF Product 
Design Award has been one of 
the most important innovative 
product design awards. 

The " Good Industrial Design" 
award is the most important award 
for industrial designed products in 
the Netherlands.

Choose an upholstered 
headboard.Do you dare go 
for a contrasting colour?

Frame 

Dimensions Heights 

Your Auping Essential, your choice 
At Auping we believe it's important that our bed models suit your taste and style. This is why we are happy to provide you 
with the opportunity to assemble your own bed. So, whether you choose timeless black or a trendy colour, Auping always 
gives you the opportunity to find a bed that suits you. Would you like to know what your new Essential might look like?  
Take a look at the extensive options below. 

Colours 

Painted Upholstered 

Headboard 

Slightly curved wooden headboard.  
Choose from 8 colours.

Accessories 

Table 

Matching floating table. 

Slightly curved wooden headboard.  
Upholstered in a fabric of your choice. 

Bed frame surround made from aluminium, legs are 
slightly bent. Available in the following dimensions: 
Width: 80/90/100/120/140/160/180/200 cm. 
Length: 200/210/220 cm. 

The Essential also comes in a high 
variant. The heightened legs are 
69 mm high. 

Skin Deep blackPure white Coral red Rusty red Night blue Cool grey Warm grey
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Auping Match 
Complete your style 

Timeless design
Fits any interior

The Auping Match collection 
Because we like to keep all options open, you have all the choice you need with the Auping Match collection. 
This means you can opt for a wooden or aluminium frame, a straight or curved headboard, different leg types, 
and for matching, floating nightstand. 

Sleek design thanks  
to the clear lines
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You can choose  
curved or straight legs

Choose your style
to suit your personal  
preference and interior 

An eye for detail 
At Auping, design means products with focus and attention to detail. With Match, you  
can see the perfect balance between comfort, individuality and timeless design. Are  
you looking for a straight shape? Choose the wooden surround. If prefer a rounder 
shape in your bedroom, go for the aluminium bed frame. There is always a solution 
that suits you perfectly.

Choose a matching 
floating nightstand

Colour:  
Warm grey
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Colour:  
Cool grey

Frame

Frame from solid beech,  
the sides are rounded at the bottom. 
Width: 80/90/100/120/140/160/180/200 cm. 
Length: 200/210/220 cm. 

Your Auping Match, your choice
At Auping we believe it's important that our bed models suit your taste and style. This is why we are happy to provide you with  
the opportunity to assemble your own bed. So, whether you choose timeless black or a trendy colour, Auping always gives you the 
opportunity to find a bed that suits you. Would you like to know what your new Match might look like? Take a look at the extensive 
options below.

Colours

Black beechNatural beech Chestnut beechStained white Cherry beech Wenge beech

Beech colours (for wooden frame)

Aluminum frame with rounded corners

Deep blackPure white Warm grey Night blueCool grey Rusty red

Wood Aluminum Legs

Choose from two aluminum legs:  
curved or straight

Straight

Headboard

Headboard from laminated beech wood  
with rounded corners.

Straight and slim headboard decorated  
with aluminum corners.

Accessoires

Nightstand

Matching floating nightstand  
with drawer

Curved

In-house design 
The Match is designed by our own Auping Design team consisting of industrial designers, 
engineers and stylists. For every design, a great deal of thought is put into the material  
and design choices. This has led to a timeless design, which fits any interior. 
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Sleep even better?
Everything is possible with Auping pillows and duvets

A great sleep depends on so many different factors. In addition to your mesh base 
and mattress, your pillow and duvet are also really important. Your pillow should 
support your neck and head, allowing your neck muscles to relax entirely. And a duvet 
that wraps nicely around your body will prevent gushes of annoying cold air. Auping 
ensures that you can wake up each morning feeling refreshed and full of energy.

A duvet cover not only offers comfort, it also creates a lovely ambiance in the 
bedroom. The Auping collection comes in a whole range of designs and colours  
that blend beautifully with the latest fashion and design trends.

All of our duvet covers 
have an extra long  

tuck-in flap
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Choose the perfect Auping pillow and duvet to suit you
A good night’s sleep also depends on the right room temperature. It should 
neither be too cold nor too warm. That is why Auping pillows and duvets 
feel light and airy and they ventilate perfectly. This creates the perfect 
temperature, allowing you to wake up feeling refreshed.

Your choice of duvet depends on your own personal preferences. Which 
feeling is right for you? Do you prefer to feel warm or a little cooler in bed?  
You can choose a summer or all-year duvet. When the nights get really  
cold or if you are quick to feel the cold then these are easily combined  
with buttons to create a 4-seasons duvet.

Responsible Down Standard (RDS)
All down products from the Auping range are certified under the Responsible 
Down Standard, so they meet the strictest requirements in animal welfare.
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Tencel®: Offers optimum humidity and temperature-regulating properties.  
Beautifully soft to the touch and highly breathable, giving the perfect sleeping comfort.
Comforel®: These fibre beads retain their shape.

Suprelle® Fresh: Fresh This soft microfibre provides unique heat insulation and the comfort of down.  
It is extremely voluminous, elastic and resilient.
Nomite®: Extremely well-suited to people suffering from a dust-mite allergy.

Explanation of terms

  

4

3

2

Comfort Synthetic
		Pillow filled with recycled  

polyester fibre (rPET)
		The ticking consists of 50%  

organic cotton and 50% bamboo

Prestige Nature 
		Anatomically-shaped pillow filled with 90% 

goose down and 10% goose feathers
		The ticking is made from polyester and 

Tencel

Deluxe Nature
		Pillow filled with 70% duck down  

and 30% duck feathers
		The ticking consists of 50% organic  

cotton and 50% bamboo

Comfort Nature
		Pillow filled with 20% duck down  

and 80% duck feathers
		The ticking consists of 50% organic  

cotton and 50% bamboo

Prestige Synthetic
		Anatomically-shaped pillow  

filled with Suprelle Fresh and  
Tencel hollow microfibre 

		The ticking is made from  
polyester and Tencel

Deluxe Synthetic 
		Pillow filled with Comforel  

Soft fibre beads
		The ticking consists of 50% organic 

cotton and 50% bamboo

Comfort Latex
		Preformed pillow filled with 50%  

natural latex and 50% synthetic latex  
and featuring ventilation channels 

		Available in soft and medium

Prestige Latex 
		 Anatomically-shaped pillow filled with 50% 

natural latex and 50% synthetic latex 
		Available in soft and medium
		Available in heights: 10, 12, 14 cm

Prestige Nature
		100% goose down from  

Masuria creating the perfect  
heat insulation

	Silky soft organic cotton ticking
		Available in a summer and all-year  

duvet which can be combined to  
create a 4-seasons duvet

		 Holds the Nomite label 

Comfort Nature
		 90% European duck down  

and 10% European duck feathers
	Silky soft organic cotton ticking
		 Available in a summer and all-year 

duvet which can be combined to  
create a 4-seasons duvet

		 Holds the Nomite label

Deluxe Nature
		 100% European duck down
	Silky soft organic cotton ticking
		 Available in a summer and all-year 

duvet which can be combined  
to create a 4-seasons duvet

		 Holds the Nomite label

Comfort Synthetic
		Filled with recycled polyester fibre
		Silky soft organic cotton ticking for the  

perfect sleeping comfort
		Available in a summer and all-year duvet  

which can be combined to create a 
4-seasons duvet

Climat Nature
		100% goose down from Masuria 

creating the perfect heat insulation  
and with Climate-control zones

		Silky soft organic  
cotton ticking

		 Holds the Nomite label

Comfort Bamboo
		Filled with bamboo and  

a real summer duvet
		Silky soft organic cotton 

ticking

Put together your perfect bed
This overview provides the various options for mesh bases, mattresses, pillows and duvets. This means that  
the Auping range will always contain a product that meets your needs, whatever your personal preferences.
We are happy to help you by providing personal advice in order to put together a bed that fits you.

Choose your mattress

Choose your pillow

Choose your duvet

Choose your mesh base

Electrically adjustable  
with 1 motor
Back section electrically adjustable. 
The foot section is manually 
adjustable in 6 positions

Flat
Non-adjustable

Electrically adjustable with 3 motors
Back, foot and head section are 
independently adjustable. Also It also  
flexes at the knee

Electrically adjustable with 2 motors
Back and foot section are independently 
adjustable. It also flexes at the knee

Manually adjustable
Back and foot section are 
adjustable in 13 and 6 positions 
respectively

1

	3 support zones
	Latex comfort layer

	5 support zones
	Latex Perfo comfort layer

	5 support zones
	Latex Pura comfort layer
	Standard removable cover

	5 support zones, with extra high pocket springs
	Separate shoulder zone made of Visco material
	Comfort layer made of ventilating Latex Pura for
 a soft and resilient feel
	Standard removable cover

	5 support zones, with extra high pocket springs
	Separate shoulder and hip zone
	Comfort layer made of ventilating Latex Pura for a soft and  
 resilient feel
	Standard removable cover
	The Vivo cover features PCM (Phase Change Material),  
 which helps regulate your body temperature

Inizio mattress
Inizio is the ideal option if you are looking for Auping 
quality at an affordable price.

Adagio mattress
Enjoy superior sleep thanks to Adagio. 5 comfort zones
and a Latex Perfo ventilated comfort layer create a highly 
resilient mattress.

Cresto mattress
Cresto gives your sleep a quality boost thanks to its
5 zones, including flexible shoulder support.

Maestro mattress
Maestro guarantees extremely comfortable sleep with optimal support 
thanks to 5 zones and extra support in the shoulder zone.

Vivo mattress
The top-of-the-range, full-option Vivo is the ultimate choice for anyone who sets 
the highest of standards. Enjoy optimal ventilation and comfort while lying down.
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Be inspired 
Discover what's possible at auping.com and to receive professional 
advice, go to your nearest Auping shop. 

Download the Auping Better Days app now

www.auping.com
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